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I. INTRODUCTION

In 2010, Research In Motion, Ltd. ("RIM"), the Canadian developer of the popular BlackBerry smartphone, clashed with India and the United Arab Emirates ("U.A.E.") over concerns for BlackBerry users’ internet privacy.1 The two countries threatened to completely ban all BlackBerry services unless RIM granted their intelligence agencies access to encrypted BlackBerry data transmissions.2 Rooted in concerns for national security,3 India and the United Arab Emirates demands raise age-old concerns about privacy in the context of a powerful new technology: smartphones.4

Across the globe, smartphones are rapidly replacing the original single-function cell phone.5 Much of the appeal of smartphones comes from their ability to access the Internet, allowing smartphones to send and receive a wide variety of information, much like a computer.6 Smartphone users can send text, picture, and video messages; access and update their Facebook, MySpace, and Twitter accounts;7 and transfer money, check account balances, and pay bills.8 The smartphone’s impact on society is not that it allows people to do something they could never have done before; a smartphone only emulates what a computer with Internet access has been able to do for years. What makes the smartphone so revolutionary is that it substantially expands the geographical area in which users can perform Internet tasks.9 Tasks only achievable within range of a wireless

2. Id.
6. Parsons, supra note 5.
7. Id.
Internet connection are now possible as long as there is cell phone service. Smartphone users wield the power of the Internet in their pocket twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week.

RIM's conflicts with India and the United Arab Emirates are unique in that they involve smartphones, but they are only the most recent example of multinational corporations confronting issues of Internet privacy. Internet technology giants Google, Inc., Microsoft, Corp., and Yahoo!, Inc. have been accused by the media and various free speech advocacy groups of privacy and freedom of speech violations as a result of agreements made with the Chinese government that allowed these companies to offer their services in China. Most notably, in 2005, Yahoo! responded to demands by the Chinese government to turn over personal information from Chinese journalist Shi Tao's Yahoo! e-mail account. Based on the information, Tao was subsequently arrested and sentenced to ten years in prison for sending Communist party messages to foreign-based websites.

Highly publicized events such as Shi Tao's incarceration provided palpable gravitas to the increasingly popular corporate social responsibility doctrine, a concept that corporations have a moral obligation to the societies they interact with. This concept laid the foundation for the establishment of the Global Network Initiative ("GNI"). Created in 2008 by American companies Google, Microsoft, and Yahoo!, the GNI organized a coalition of information and communication technology ("ICT") companies that aimed to protect consumers' privacy and freedom of expression by creating a set of standards that multinational corporations could apply to their interactions with different countries and their respective privacy laws.


11. Helft & Bajaj, supra note 1; Internet Freedom Risks, supra note 3.


15. Id.


This Comment uses the smartphone to represent the perpetually-evolving, internet-capable "latest technology" and RIM's recent digital privacy battle as an illustration of the legal and ethical decisions multinational ICT companies face in an increasingly Internet-dependent world. As the Internet grows in both popularity and functionality, so, too, does the role and responsibility of ICT companies. The corporate decisions made today by companies like RIM, which serve as the gatekeepers of the powerful mobile Internet, will greatly affect the way in which future ICT companies view privacy as a fundamental human right that they must protect. An urgent sense of responsibility should be shared by all ICT companies and implemented as policy across the entire industry. Instead of individual companies addressing privacy issues with separate governments on a case-by-case basis, ICT companies can more effectively achieve adequate privacy protections through joint action with competitors to establish and adhere to a shared standard. With the establishment of coalitions like the GNI, ICT and smartphone companies alike can unite to create workable standards to address the speed, complexity, and privacy dilemmas that face the ICT sector. Ultimately, RIM's participation in the GNI will contribute to establishing workable, long-term global privacy standards for all ICT companies by setting a precedent of collaboration in the smartphone industry.

In Part II, this Comment discusses the ascent of the smartphone in modern-day society, and the conflicts RIM has encountered in India and the United Arab Emirates, to demonstrate the issues that arise from increased smartphone use. Part III explores the legal framework, in light of recent decisions on corporate social responsibility, under which a Canadian company like RIM must operate when taking steps to protect customers' privacy. Part IV rationalizes a hypothetical decision by RIM to further protect customer privacy by establishing privacy as a fundamental human right crucial to the development and preservation of Internet productivity. Part V stresses the importance of ICT companies' collaboration in the GNI in order to establish long-term guarantees of Internet privacy, and finally advocates for RIM's participation in the GNI.

20. The number of Internet users has doubled in the past five years to two billion, and now represents a third of the world population. Jonathan Lynn, Internet Users to Exceed 2 Billion This Year, REUTERS (Oct. 19, 2010, 9:21 AM), http://www.reuters.com/article/idUSTRE69124720101010.
22. Id.
23. Id.
25. Harris, supra note 21.
II. BACKGROUND

A. Research In Motion and the Evolution of the Smartphone

RIM is a Canadian corporation specializing in the mobile communications market. Since its incorporation in 1984, RIM has designed, manufactured, and marketed wireless hardware devices and software programs for customers all over the world. While RIM may not be a recognizable household name, its flagship cell phone product line, BlackBerry, certainly is. Although BlackBerry made its debut in 1999 as a two-way pager, RIM became most known for its current line of smartphones. Smartphones combine the basic calling and text messaging functions of a cell phone with features such as internet access, a calendar, a multimedia player, and a camera. For example, the new BlackBerry Torch offers a sophisticated web browser for fast Internet browsing, a five-megapixel camera, eight gigabytes of internal memory to store a music or video library, and applications to access social network sites like Facebook. RIM smartphones have become a global commodity, available to customers in 196 countries.

Since being introduced in 1993, smartphones have thrived in the cell phone market, recording sizeable increases in sales and market share. In 2009, cell phone companies sold 174 million smartphones, which represented 15% of all cell phone sales. These numbers exceeded 2008’s 151 million units sold and 12.7% market share. Information technology analysts predict that rising demand for smartphones will drive sales to new highs in the future.
As smartphone sales steadily increase,\textsuperscript{39} so, too, do the number of smartphone producers.\textsuperscript{40} BlackBerry now competes with companies such as Nokia, Corp., Apple, Inc., Google, HTC, Corp., Palm, and Samsung.\textsuperscript{41} Despite its competition, BlackBerry remains a significant player in the smartphone market.\textsuperscript{42} In 2009, BlackBerry sold the second highest number of smartphone units for any company, trailing only Nokia, and represented 20% of all smartphone sales.\textsuperscript{43} BlackBerry has continued to thrive in the first half of 2010, selling its 100 millionth device and increasing its output 40% from a year ago.\textsuperscript{44}

As BlackBerry manufacturer RIM jockeys for position in the smartphone market, evidence suggests it is increasingly dependent on overseas sales.\textsuperscript{45} While overall BlackBerry numbers have increased, market share in the United States has declined.\textsuperscript{46} RIM counteracted for this loss by capturing market share in the Latin American, Indian, European, and Asian markets.\textsuperscript{47} The increase in international demand and prospects of continued growth suggests that RIM’s future lies with its success in foreign countries.\textsuperscript{48} Therefore, conflicts affecting RIM’s international growth and appeal should demand RIM’s attention and expedite the creation of a long term solution.

B. Conflicts with India and the United Arab Emirates

1. Threats of Ban

In July and August of 2010, the governments of India and the United Arab Emirates raised concerns over digital transmissions, such as text messages and e-mails that were sent from BlackBerry phones.\textsuperscript{49} India and the United Arab Emirates were concerned with the amount of access, or lack thereof, their

\begin{enumerate}
\item Id.
\item Hamblen, supra note 35.
\item Matt Hamblen, RIM Leads Way as Mobile Phone Shipments Surge 14 Percent, INFOWORLD (July 30, 2010), https://www.infoworld.com/d/mobilize/rim-leads-way-mobile-phone-shipments-surge-14-percent-302.
\item Hamblen, supra note 35.
\item Hamblen, supra note 42.
\item Id. BlackBerrys are still the most popular smartphone in RIM’s home country, Canada, capturing an industry-leading fort-two percent of the market share. Matt Hartley, RIM Reigns Supreme in Canadian Smartphone Wars, FIN. POST (June 1, 2011, 3:28 PM), http://business.financialpost.com/2011/06/01/rim-reigns-supreme-in-canadian-smartphone-wars/.
\item Helft & Bajaj, supra note 1.
\end{enumerate}
respective governments had to data sent from BlackBerrys within their
countries. These concerns escalated to actual threats to ban all BlackBerry
services in each country if an acceptable solution was not proposed by the
governments' deadlines. While the United Arab Emirates has been temporarily
mollified by an undisclosed agreement with RIM, India set the beginning of
2011 as a deadline for RIM to provide an acceptable solution. As the deadline
passed without a ban or the requested access, RIM's situation in India is still
unclear. Based on India's attempts to approach local network operators for the
demanded information, it appears that India is still committed to obtaining access
to RIM's BlackBerry database. An understanding of why the governments of
India and the United Arab Emirates cannot access BlackBerry transmissions
requires a brief discussion of how data is transmitted by smartphones in general,
compared with the unique method utilized by BlackBerry's software.

2. RIM's Enterprise Software

RIM's deviation from typical smartphone data transmission is a result of its
desire to cater to the needs of corporations. In order to capture the corporate
sector of the smartphone market, RIM developed software called Enterprise. Installed on RIM's smartphones, Enterprise allows corporations to effectively
manage e-mail, send instant messages, and calendar with other corporate
members. With all employees of a corporation conducting business and
synchronizing calendars through a single, company-controlled program,
productivity is maximized and compatibility problems are eliminated. Enterprise also comes with added security encryptions, which ensure that

51. Id.
52. Paul Mah, RIM Avoids BlackBerry Ban in UAE, FIERCEMARKETS (Oct. 12, 2010, 12:09 PM),
55. This tactic indirectly pressures RIM to grant India access by shifting the burden of obtaining access to the local network operators. The network operators risk losing their licenses if they do not comply with the government and may therefore voluntarily stop supporting BlackBerry devices if they cannot provide the access the government demands. Id.
58. Business Software, supra note 56; see also BlackBerry Enterprise Server, supra note 57.
corporate secrets transmitted through the software remain safe from interception. Instead of allowing the transmissions to be routed through the cell phone service provider, like what is typically done with all other smartphone data transmissions, RIM created specific Enterprise dedicated servers in its home country of Canada to handle all data transmitted by Enterprise users. Outgoing data, which is heavily encrypted once it leaves the user’s phone, travels to the Enterprise servers in Canada and is then redirected with the heavy encryption to the proper destination. The practical effect of the Enterprise method is that data is never stored on any servers except those in Canada, and thus, the data is less susceptible to interception.

3. Security Concerns

India and the United Arab Emirates dislike Enterprise because their intelligence agencies possess no practical method of accessing Enterprise users’ data transmissions. For all other smartphone and non-Enterprise Blackberry users, data, whether encrypted or not, has to pass through the servers of the cell phone service provider. These servers are always physically located in the country of the sender or receiver. Governments therefore typically have access to the data by seizing the servers through court order or other equivalent legal methods. However, with Enterprise, data never passes through a server that the governments can access. Essentially, corporate data transferred through Enterprise is so secure that governments cannot access or monitor it for any reason.

India and the United Arab Emirates are concerned about the dangers of potential abuse by Enterprise users and attendant threats to national security. Terrorists could communicate via BlackBerrys connected to Enterprise and remain virtually undetected, severely handicapping the effectiveness of intelligence agencies. Recent terrorist attacks in both India and the United Arab Emirates have made the countries particularly sensitive to security concerns. In

60. Helft & Bajaj, supra note 1.
61. Id.; Internet Freedom Risks, supra note 3.
62. Internet Freedom Risks, supra note 3.
63. Id.
64. Id.
65. Id.
66. Id.
67. Id.
68. Id.
69. Id.
70. Id.
71. Helft & Bajaj, supra note 1.
2008, terrorist attacks in India left 166 people dead in Mumbai. The United Arab Emirates also suffered a security breach in 2010, when a Palestinian operative was murdered in Dubai, allegedly by the Israeli national intelligence agency, Mossad. Although there have been no allegations or proof that the terrorists communicated via BlackBerry phones connected to Enterprise, India did discover that the terrorists used the Internet on BlackBerry phones to follow the international reaction to the attacks and to monitor police response. Even if terrorists have yet to abuse the national security vulnerability that Enterprise has created, it is not unimaginable that they soon could.

While India and the United Arab Emirates are the only countries thus far to threaten a ban on all BlackBerry services, the concern is quickly spreading to other countries. Indonesia, Saudi Arabia, and Lebanon have all voiced national security concerns over the potential abuse of BlackBerrys and Enterprise by terrorists, and are considering taking actions similar to those of India and the United Arab Emirates. RIM, which offers its BlackBerry services in 195 countries, is now forced to make corporate decisions about its fundamental operations that will have substantial effects on the digital privacy of its customers.

III. LEGAL FRAMEWORK

A. Corporate Decision Making

Before advocating for RIM to join the GNI, it is necessary to establish that such a decision is legally feasible. Understanding the framework of Canadian corporations and the standards to which RIM must adhere is thus crucial to making an informed recommendation. The corporation differs from other forms of business in that its creation establishes a separate legal existence. Once incorporated under the appropriate statutory laws, a corporation acts as an

76. Id.
77. Networks, supra note 33.
independent person with its own rights and liabilities. However, a corporation has no physical existence and must therefore act through its decision makers: the board of directors and officers. As a result, statutes governing corporations also govern directors and officers, requiring them to adhere to the statutes' provisions. Because RIM is a publicly-held, incorporated entity in Ontario, Canada, decisions made by its directors and officers are subject to the Ontario Business Corporations Act.

The statutory framework of Canadian corporate law is substantially similar to that of the United States. Just as in the United States, the structure of a corporation is divided into three distinct classes: (1) board of directors, (2) officers, and (3) shareholders. The board of directors oversees the corporation by managing or supervising the management of the corporation's business affairs. These directors retain a wide variety of powers, including the authority to appoint officers, issue stock, and transact any other business. Once appointed, officers control the daily operations of the corporation. Titles typically associated with officers include president, treasurer, and secretary. Shareholders differ from officers and directors in that they represent the ownership of the corporation. They are the investors who fund the corporation through the purchase of shares in the corporation. These shares give shareholders a percentage interest in the corporation. A unique aspect of corporations is the separation of ownership from control. Shareholders represent the ownership interest of the corporation, yet their control of the corporation's activities is limited to electing the board of directors.

---

80. YALDEN ETAL., supra note 78, at 133.
82. RESEARCH IN MOTION LIMITED, NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS, 2010 ANNUAL REPORT 58 (2010).
83. See generally Ontario Business Corporations Act, R.S.O. 1990, c.B.16 (Can.).
85. Id.
87. Id. § 117(1).
88. Id. § 133(a).
89. Id. § 1(1).
90. Incorporation in Canada, supra note 84.
92. Id.
93. Id.
94. Id.
The corporate structure not only limits shareholders' control of corporate affairs, but it also limits the business decisions that are made by the directors and officers. Officers' and directors' control of the corporation is regulated by a legal duty to the shareholders. Canadian law requires that the decisions of officers and directors be made "honestly and in good faith with a view to the best interests of the corporation." This duty has been referred to as the "fiduciary duty" or "duty of loyalty." While directors and officers are granted a tremendous amount of control over a corporation that they do not own, the fiduciary duty ensures that they only use corporate assets to realize the objects of the corporations. Thus, decisions must be devoid of any personal or non-corporate influence and must be achieved with honesty, loyalty, and selflessness. For RIM's directors, this means that, in order to avoid a breach of fiduciary duty, a decision to join the GNI must be made in the best interests of the corporation.

B. Corporate Social Responsibility

The statutory scope of "best interests of the corporation" relies heavily upon the applicability of the doctrine of corporate social responsibility and the interpretation of two recent Canadian cases on the subject. Corporate social responsibility—also variously referred to as corporate citizenship, corporate responsibility, and the triple bottom line—is a broad doctrine that suggests corporations have a legal obligation to act not only for the shareholder's gain, but also for the gain of those socially or environmentally affected by a corporation's actions. The doctrine focuses on the moral, ethical, and philanthropic responsibilities of corporations, instead of the traditional view that pledges sole loyalty to the shareholders. Directors and officers, however, do not possess unlimited discretion to integrate a concept like corporate social responsibility into

96. CORPS. CAN., supra note 91, at 28.
97. Id.
100. See CORPS. CAN., supra note 91, at 27-28.
101. Peoples Dep’t Stores, 3 S.C.R. 461, para. 35 (Can.).
102. Id.
103. Id.
106. Interested parties may include employees, creditors, business partners, and neighbors, among others. Weissbrodt, supra note 105, at 107.
the decision making process.\textsuperscript{108} Canadian law places a fiduciary duty on all directors and officers with which they must comply.\textsuperscript{109} Therefore, decisions made under the purview of corporate social responsibility must not breach the fiduciary duty to the corporation.\textsuperscript{110}

In Canada and the United States, the statutory language of the fiduciary duty states that all corporate decisions must be made in the best interests of the corporation.\textsuperscript{111} Nevertheless, there is great debate surrounding the interpretation of the terms “best interest” and “corporation.”\textsuperscript{112} The way in which the terms are defined essentially limits a corporation’s legal objectives.\textsuperscript{113} Two competing theories that have emerged from the debate are: (1) the shareholder primacy theory and (2) the stakeholder theory.\textsuperscript{114}

The shareholder primacy theory, which, until recently, has dominated in Canada and the United States,\textsuperscript{115} posits that directors and officers must make corporate decisions that are in the best interest of the shareholders.\textsuperscript{116} Because the shareholders are the owners of the corporation, it is the duty of the officers and directors to maximize the financial value of the corporation so that each shareholder’s interest, or share value, is worth more than it was before.\textsuperscript{117} In this sense, the scope of the term “corporation” is limited to the shareholders and their best interests defined as financial gain through the increased value of the company.\textsuperscript{118}

On the other hand, the stakeholder theory encompasses a much broader set of interests in corporate decision-making.\textsuperscript{119} Unlike shareholders, stakeholders are individuals and groups of individuals who may be affected by the corporation’s

\textsuperscript{108} Id.

\textsuperscript{109} See Ontario Business Corporations Act § 134(1), R.S.O. 1990, c. B.16 (Can.).

\textsuperscript{110} Id.

\textsuperscript{111} Id.; Florence Shu-Acquaye, \textit{American Corporate Law: Directors’ Fiduciary Duties and Liability During Solvency, Insolvency, and Bankruptcy in Public Corporations}, 2 U.P.R. BUS. L.J. 1, 8 (2011).


\textsuperscript{113} Keay, \textit{supra} note 16, at 252, 256.


\textsuperscript{115} Keay, \textit{supra} note 16, at 249.


\textsuperscript{118} Id.

\textsuperscript{119} Id. at 1156.
actions. Under the stakeholder theory, officers and directors should make corporate decisions that maximize the value for all people who can affect or are affected by the actions of the corporation. Justifications for including such a large array of interests rest on the idea that people who have been socially, economically, or politically affected by a corporation helped create value for the corporation. As a result, the corporation should consider these stakeholders' interests and make decisions that provide benefits for both the shareholders and the stakeholders.

The Canadian Supreme Court addressed the issues of corporate social responsibility and stakeholder theory in two recent decisions: Peoples Department Store Inc. v. Wise ("Peoples") and BCE Inc. v. 1976 Debentureholders ("BCE"). While the specific legal ramifications of the decisions on Canadian corporate law remain ambiguous, the more recent BCE opinion established some basic corporate social responsibility principles on which directors and officers can rely in order to avoid fiduciary duty violations.

Decided in 2004, Peoples was the first modern Canadian Supreme Court case to discuss the responsibilities of directors and officers as they pertain to corporate law. In deciding whether the directors had a fiduciary duty to a creditor of the corporation, the court emphasized that a director's fiduciary duty was not to a creditor or any other stakeholder, but to the corporation itself. It further held that a director's statutory duty to make decisions for the "best interests of the corporation" does not necessarily mean "best interests of the shareholders." While the court recognized that, economically speaking, the "best interest of the corporation" equates to the maximization of the corporation's value, "various other factors may be relevant in determining what directors should consider in soundly managing with a view to the best interests of the corporation." The factors directors can consider, among others, are, "the

120. Weissbrodt, supra note 105, at 207; Keay, supra note 16, at 252.
121. Keay, supra note 16, at 256; Siebecker, supra note 116, at 183-84.
123. Magaro, supra note 117, at 1156.
129. Id. at para. 42.
130. Id.
interests of shareholders, employees, suppliers, creditors, consumers, governments, and the environment. To some, the Peoples case represented a clear rejection of the traditional shareholder primacy theory in favor of a stakeholder theory that encompassed a much larger class of stakeholders than considered by even progressive scholars. To others, the broad inclusion of all stakeholder interests in Peoples rendered the corporate fiduciary duty void of any content, as a fiduciary duty could not possibly be owed to everyone. Possibly because such broad reform came with little guidance on how to apply it, Peoples did not immediately have a substantial effect on the corporate law landscape.

Many eagerly awaited the Canadian Supreme Court decision of BCE, handed down in 2008, in hopes that it would distinguish or clarify the reasoning offered in Peoples. In its decision, the BCE court cited Peoples and reaffirmed that the directors owed a fiduciary duty to the corporation itself—not to the shareholders or stakeholders directly. It acknowledged that even if the interests of the corporation, shareholders, and stakeholders align, the director’s duty is to the corporation and the corporation alone, and that this rule will always apply when those interests conflict. Next, the court addressed the corporate social responsibility concept of stakeholders. Speaking in very general terms, it held that directors may consider the interests of stakeholders when making corporate decisions and that the “best interests” of the corporation are those viewed as a “good corporate citizen,” without explaining the nature of good corporate citizenship. The court stated that the fiduciary duty to make decisions in the best interests of the corporation viewed from the perspective of a good corporate citizen was mandatory, but that consideration of groups of stakeholders when making those decisions was not mandatory but only permissible when appropriate. Therefore, the court left a certain degree of latitude and discretion to directors to decide on a case-by-case basis whether stakeholders should be considered, and if so, which ones to consider. Although the holdings in BCE

131. Id.
134. Rotman, supra note 127, at 250.
136. Id. at para. 37.
137. Id.
138. Id. at para. 39.
139. Id. at para. 66.
140. Id. at paras. 39, 66.
141. See id.
and Peoples leave much to be desired by way of details and standards, they create significant legal leeway for directors at companies like RIM to consider and incorporate social principles into the decision-making process.

C. Peoples and BCE’s Effect on RIM

How RIM’s directors can resolve the India and U.A.E. privacy dilemmas depends in great part on the interpretations of the Peoples and BCE holdings. Both of these cases speak to the same issue RIM now faces: the legal significance of stakeholders’ interests on corporate decision-making. The stakeholders at issue—RIM’s BlackBerry customers in India and the United Arab Emirates—may lose the private nature of their BlackBerry communications if RIM acquiesces to the countries’ demands. The courts in BCE and Peoples identify consumers as a legitimate class of stakeholders. Consumers are of especially great importance to RIM because BlackBerry customers in India and the United Arab Emirates total one million and 500,000 users, respectively, and India is currently the fastest growing cell phone market in the world. Of equally great importance, however, is RIM’s self-declared commitment and selling point: to provide the customer with highly secured products. RIM’s directors find themselves trapped in the hypothetical proposed in BCE, where a decision made in the best interests of the corporation is difficult to decipher when the interests of the shareholders conflict with the interests of a major stakeholder, like BlackBerry customers in India and the United Arab Emirates. Where shareholders may see capitulating to the countries’ demands as a necessary step for future profits and company growth, stakeholding customers, relying on RIM’s guarantees of secure, private communication, likely view privacy as a non-

142. See Bone, supra note 125, § I(A).
143. Id. § III.
144. See generally BCE, 3 S.C.R. at 560 (Can.); Peoples Dep’t Stores Inc. v. Wise, [2004] 3 S.C.R. 461 (Can.).
145. Harris, supra note 21.
146. BCE, 3 S.C.R. at para. 40; People’s, 3 S.C.R. at para. 42.
150. BCE, 3 S.C.R. at para. 39.
151. BlackBerry Enterprise Server Features, supra note 149.
negotiable issue. The answer to RIM's stalemate lies within the BCE court's meaning of "good corporate citizen."\textsuperscript{152}

Although the Court in BCE did not proscribe a method for directors to balance the competing interests of stakeholders and shareholders,\textsuperscript{153} it did explain that decisions made in the best interest of the corporation should be those of a good corporate citizen.\textsuperscript{154} Unfortunately, the Court did not elaborate on what constitutes a good corporate citizen,\textsuperscript{155} and scholars referred to the standard as being one of conspicuous ambiguity.\textsuperscript{156} At the very least, the good corporate citizen standard signals that the shareholder primacy theory is no longer reflective of Canadian corporate law.\textsuperscript{157} Directors are now able, but are not required, to consider stakeholders' interests when making corporate decisions.\textsuperscript{158} Therefore, RIM's directors have a legal basis to consider their stakeholding customers' interests when making business decisions in countries where these interests may be compromised. RIM must now exercise the legal right to consider its customers' interests by taking an active role in ensuring the protection of BlackBerry users' privacy.

IV. PRIVACY

A. Privacy as a Fundamental Human Right

Armed with the legal ammunition to, at a minimum, consider the rights and interests of its stakeholders,\textsuperscript{159} RIM's directors should determine whether the stakeholders' rights carry sufficient importance and magnitude to warrant consideration in corporate decision making. A violation of the right to privacy demands RIM's attention. While it is generally agreed upon that privacy is a messy and complex topic with a wide range of concepts and theories,\textsuperscript{160} a suitable working definition of privacy is, "the degree to which an individual can determine which personal information is to be shared with whom and for what purpose."\textsuperscript{161} The scope of privacy rights varies by culture and context,\textsuperscript{162} but usually includes the expectation of anonymity, fairness and control over personal

---

\textsuperscript{152} BCE 3 S.C.R. at para. 66.
\textsuperscript{153} Milnes, supra note 125, at 617.
\textsuperscript{154} BCE, 3 S.C.R. at para. 66.
\textsuperscript{155} Id.
\textsuperscript{156} Bone, supra note 125, § I(A).
\textsuperscript{157} Rotman, supra note 127, at 254.
\textsuperscript{158} BCE, 3 S.C.R. at para. 39.
\textsuperscript{159} Id.
\textsuperscript{160} HELEN NISSENBAUM, PRIVACY IN CONTEXT 67 (2010).
These expectations of privacy guarantee human dignity and prevent illegal or arbitrary interference with the right to privacy. Privacy guarantees not only protect an individual's personal security and identity, but also guard another related human right, freedom of expression. While the respective goals of privacy and freedom of expression appear to conflict, it is generally understood that improving one human right fosters the advancement of others. Promoting privacy in smartphone communications seems to adhere to this rule by also strengthening users' freedom of expression rights. Smartphone users who know that their communications to and from their devices are private may be more willing to candidly express their opinions about politically charged or taboo issues. Without privacy, freedom of expression, which fosters advancement of knowledge, economic opportunity, and human potential, would be chilled. Thus, an invasion of privacy undermines democracy and human development by preventing individuals from holding their governments accountable, generating new ideas, and encouraging creativity and entrepreneurship.

The need for the basic rights of privacy and freedom of expression far predate the creation of the Internet and smartphones. Many international human rights laws recognize privacy and freedom of expression as fundamental human rights. An early, post-World War II United Nations ("U.N.") declaration set the stage for recognizing these human rights. Adopted in 1948, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights ("UDHR") states that the, "recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all members of the human family is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world." Article 12 of the UDHR stresses the importance of an individual's privacy,
prohibiting, "arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, home or correspondence." Article 19 establishes the right to freedom of expression, granting the right to, "hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers."

The principles of the UDHR were later bolstered by the most globally-ratified human rights agreement, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights ("ICCPR"). Adopted in 1966 and entered into force in 1976 by the U.N. General Assembly, the ICCPR guarantees both the right of privacy and the right of expression. Regarding privacy, Article 17 declares, "[n]o one shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his privacy, family, or correspondence, nor to unlawful attacks on his honour and reputation," and that "[e]veryone has the right to the protection of the law against such interference or attacks." Article 19 grants everyone "the right to hold opinions without interference," and the right to freedom of expression. Included in freedom of expression is the "freedom to seek, receive and impart information and ideas of all kinds, regardless of frontiers, either orally, in writing or in print, in the form of art, or through any other media of his choice." While Article 19 grants broad freedom of expression protection, that right is not absolute. Permissible restrictions of expression include the protection of national security, public order, and public health or morals. However, the Siracusa Principles, drafted by the U.N. Commission on Human Rights, narrow these restrictions. For example, restrictions due to national security can only be justified when taken to "protect the existence of the nation, its territorial integrity or political independence against force or threat of force," but not to prevent "local or relatively isolated threats to law and order." Furthermore, the Siracusa
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Principles require that, national security limitations "may only be invoked when there exist adequate safeguards and effective remedies against abuse." In short, the ICCPR, in conjunction with the Siracusa Principles, promulgates privacy and freedom of expression as international human rights that can only be limited in certain narrow and controlled circumstances. These agreements did not contemplate the yet-to-be-invented Internet, but should most certainly apply to this powerful and pervasive new medium.

B. Importance of Internet Privacy in the 21st Century and Beyond

The need for protection of the international human right of privacy and freedom of expression as outlined in the UDHR and ICCPR increases exponentially with the explosion of Internet connectivity. With two billion users worldwide, the Internet is viewed not only as a critical infrastructure, but also an essential element of other critical infrastructures. Consequently, the Internet now supports economic and social activity at a global level. Increased Internet activity through smartphones and other ICTs has also increased the amount and availability of users' personal information. Unwanted or unintended dissemination of this personal information to third parties threatens to inhibit the Internet's growth by exposing its users' greatest concern: privacy. Without adequate privacy protections, Internet commerce will falter and Internet communication and expression will be chilled. If these critical benefits of the Internet are to be preserved and advanced, it is imperative that the fundamental rights of privacy and freedom of expression be extended to the Internet and ICT devices.

The scope of these rights must be international since smartphones allow users to connect to a new communication medium that is quickly becoming a venue for global social organization. The Internet, a conglomerate of information
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networks, creates a nervous system of data worldwide.200 This digital nervous system has the ability to facilitate the free exchange of information and data, contributing to a generation of new ideas and allowing society to become stronger.201 Through blogs, emails, social networks, and other forums, the Internet has created new ways to exchange ideas.202 The Internet's capability to organize, create, and exchange ideas provides global benefits to economic, social, and political ventures.203

The ICT industry holds the key to the Internet's potential impact on the global economy. Utilization of ICTs has positively affected economic development in emerging countries,204 and has improved efficiency in established ones.205 For example, ICTs were a catalyst in Africa's telecommunications sector, causing the sector's percentage of gross domestic product ("GDP") to increase from 2% in 1998 to almost 5% by 2004.206 In Kenya, farmers' income rose by as much as 30% as a result of mobile banking technology,207 and in Sub-Saharan Africa, access to the Internet enabled women entrepreneurs to acquire microcredit loans and participate in the global market.208 Other regions, such as developing Asia, Latin America, and Eastern Europe, have also benefitted from the ICT sector.209 Most notably, GDP growth due to ICT investment in Latin America increased from 5% during 1989-95 to just under 20% during 1995-2003.210 For more developed nations, ICTs help companies increase efficiency and productivity.211 Appropriate incorporation of ICTs into the business model can help companies more efficiently combine labor and capital, reduce transaction costs, and boost innovation.212 Increased connectivity can also contribute to expanded product ranges, customized services, and decreased response time to demand.213 For example, in countries with strong growth, like the United States, Canada, and Australia, investment in ICTs showed an increase
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in labor productivity. Similarly, gains in productivity were greatest in sectors that invested heavily in ICTs. Whether introduced to a modernized western nation or an emerging African country, the Internet-driven ICT industry offers global economies growth through increased productivity.

Beyond commercial uses, Internet integration in social service delivery, such as healthcare and education, provides practitioners and teachers with the opportunity to more effectively carry out their services. Healthcare providers are now developing new practices and procedures through the use of “digital appliances, computer terminals, and mobile devices.” In addition to allowing institutions to post medical information online for free, the Internet enables healthcare providers to use multidirectional interactions between patients and personalized information. Physicians in different locations can use webcams to simultaneously look through a microscope and exchange opinions, patients can elicit bids for a surgery through a website, and healthcare administrators can consolidate all medical records into a central database. Thus, the Internet empowers the healthcare industry with the ability to provide localized and interactive attention to its patients.

As the Internet changes the way in which we work and interact with each other, it also redefines the concepts and methods of education. Connectivity spawned the development of the so-called “knowledge economy,” an educational marketplace immersed in electronic networks. In developing countries, the Internet not only increases student creativity through intra-school networking, but it also aides in educating large numbers of geographically dispersed individuals.

Corporations can maximize training by providing an administratively manageable platform in which employees remotely participate in sharing and building knowledge, as well as coaching exercises. Professional practitioners
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can engage in life-long learning through networks of online guests, experts, workshops, and discussion forums. In the field of higher education, students can now organize their work into electronic portfolios, allowing for personalized customization and widespread accessibility. Ultimately, the Internet enables educational practices to shift from merely delivering knowledge to facilitating learning through participation in as close to a real world situation as possible.

Arguably the most temporally relevant effect of the Internet is its influence on the political sphere, and more specifically, democracy. The decentralized, open, and interactive nature of the Internet empowers each of its users to become his or her own publisher, forming communities of similar interests that transcend geographic, social, and political barriers. This new communications medium created the “digital democracy,” a method that attempts to practice democracy, through the use of ICTs, without physical limitations such as time and space. Lately, protesters and advocates of democracy are exercising digital democracy by utilizing social networking sites, such as Facebook and Twitter, to document abuses and gather support against authoritarian regimes. After the 2009 Iranian election, in which President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad won the popular vote amid strong domestic and foreign allegations that the results were rigged, Iranian citizens took to the streets to protest in what is now called the “Green Revolution” or “Twitter Revolution.” Instead of the media blackouts typically employed by the Iranian authorities, videos of protestors burning cars and brutal beatings by riot police were uploaded and shared across the world via YouTube and Twitter. While the government was quick to shut down telephone services that protestors used to text each other, they were not as successful in silencing social networks on the Internet. Protests used Twitter, among other Internet outlets such as email and blogs, to coordinate rallies and share information. Even as the government violently quelled the protests, oppressed
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Iranians continued to tweet reports of the rising death toll and arrests of opposition leaders.\textsuperscript{200} Twitter made the violence in Iran a major geopolitical topic of conversation by enabling protesters to evade their country's repressive regime.\textsuperscript{241} The Iranian protests may have failed,\textsuperscript{242} but the Green Revolution sparked an international reaction that gained significant international visibility for the protesters' cause.\textsuperscript{243} Since the Green Revolution, social networks have played a part in successfully removing authoritarian leaders.\textsuperscript{244}

In Tunisia during early 2011, large numbers of young, educated citizens escalated protests against President Zine El-Abidine Ben Ali through the use of Facebook and Twitter, eventually leading to his exile and the end of his twenty-three year corrupt reign.\textsuperscript{245} Soon thereafter, protests against Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak started at least in part by Facebook groups that promoted early protests to its hundreds of thousands of members.\textsuperscript{246} It was not long before President Mubarak blocked Facebook and Twitter and eventually shut down the Internet completely.\textsuperscript{247} Nonetheless, his attempts were futile and his resignation after three weeks of protests marked the end of his thirty-year autocratic rule.\textsuperscript{248} In the wake of events in Iran, Tunisia, and Egypt, it is clear that the Internet has proven to be a powerful political tool in promoting worldwide democracy.\textsuperscript{249} Its effects also do not appear to be waning; during the writing of this Comment, protests against repressive governments continue in Libya,\textsuperscript{250} Bahrain, Yemen, and Algeria.\textsuperscript{251}

The multifarious benefits of the Internet already realized by modern society, combined with its potential for future development, highlight the pressing need to preserve this indispensable medium in its most productive form.\textsuperscript{252} Creating and
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implementing new and more efficient methods that advance economic, social, and political values can only continue if Internet users’ privacy is adequately protected. Because privacy is one of the greatest concerns among Internet users, it is likely that its protection will encourage more unfettered and imaginative use of the medium resulting in even greater benefits to society. Similarly, greater privacy guarantees promote freedom of expression, and thus have the potential to facilitate the establishment and maintenance of democracy in repressive societies. None of these outcomes are definite, but the continued protection of privacy in the face of new threats certainly will help the Internet positively influence the future. As a catalyst for increasing Internet accessibility and frequency, the smartphone will likely play a significant role in realizing these potential outcomes. ICT companies like RIM suddenly possess the ability, and possibly the responsibility, to dictate policy that will maximize the Internet’s productive potential.

V. MODEL FOR SUCCESS

A. ICT Companies in the Best Position to Regulate

Privacy’s essential role in Internet development demands an established standard in order to ensure its continued protection in a commercial environment. Through self-regulation, RIM, the smartphone industry, and other ICT companies represent the most effective bodies that can create and maintain this standard. While governments have traditionally regulated forms of communication within their own borders, the ability of the Internet to allow information to flow unimpeded from country to country renders government regulation insufficient. For countries with laws that guard citizens’ privacy, their protections extend only as far as their country’s borders and, therefore,
cannot adequately protect users who frequently cross jurisdictional borders while surfing the web. Even when laws are enacted, the lightning-quick evolutionary nature of the Internet and its devices may outpace the legislative process, leading to gaps in protection. As competition drives ICT companies into new markets, some countries' laws work against the preservation of privacy. It is not uncommon for repressive governments to enact laws that restrict political speech or gather personal information in violation of the users' international human rights. Here, ICT companies such as RIM find themselves stuck between invasive local laws and international standards, industry practices, and expectations of stakeholders. Whether inadequate or repressive, country-by-country government regulation of Internet privacy does not present a feasible solution to safeguard privacy globally.

Instead, industry-wide standards of practice to protect privacy should be developed and compliance governed by the ICT companies themselves. Self-regulation ameliorates many of the issues inherent in government regulation. First, a single global standard applicable to all countries in which ICT companies operate eliminates the multi-country jurisdictional problems. Second, ICT companies can be more responsible and nimble in creating privacy standards that keep pace with evolving technologies and their applications. Finally, ICT companies can resist forced compliance of demands from repressive regimes by collectively applying a minimum international human rights standard and requiring adherence by all countries in which they operate. Otherwise, competitors who do not implement privacy protection standards will steal business from complying companies in countries which demand unacceptable access to information. Still, a self-regulatory framework such as this can only
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succeed if there is uniform adoption by the major players of the ICT industry. RIM, as an industry leader in smartphones, and the first major smartphone company to clash with foreign governments over access to their customers' personal information, has the opportunity—if not the responsibility—to set a precedent of cooperation and coordination for other smartphone companies to follow.

B. Global Network Initiative

1. Created by Necessity

A responsible step RIM should take to guarantee privacy for its customers and encourage privacy in the smartphone industry as a whole is to join the GNI. Founded by leading American ICT juggernauts Google, Microsoft, and Yahoo!, the GNI was established in 2008 because these three companies recognized that a new approach to their international business model was needed after each company was publicly involved in human rights violations in China. Google’s incident involved the launch of its Chinese version search engine Google.cn in 2006, which returned incomplete search results on government-deemed sensitive topics such as the Tiananmen Square massacre. Microsoft’s controversy revolved around its 2005 removal of outspoken Chinese journalist Zhao Jing’s Internet blog, per the Chinese government’s request, as well as its decision to censor words like "democracy" and "freedom" from its search engine. For Yahoo!, its defining moment also came in 2005 as a result of Shi Tao’s ten-year sentence. Accused of exposing secrets to a pro-democracy website, Shi Tao was convicted after Yahoo! handed over his personal information to the Chinese authorities. Google, Microsoft, and Yahoo! all claimed they were only following the local laws and regulations, but the public, political, and media responses were unsympathetic. At the suggestion of the U.S. Congress, the three ICT companies teamed up with non-governmental organizations (including human rights and press freedom groups), academics, and investors to seek a
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solution to Internet repression.\textsuperscript{287} The collaborative effort resulted in the formation of the GNI, a coalition of stakeholders determined to ensure that ICT companies "respect and protect the freedom of expression and privacy rights of their users."\textsuperscript{288} By seeking to expand membership with organizations from around the world, the GNI's goal is to establish its principles on privacy and freedom of expression as a global standard for all ICT companies.\textsuperscript{289}

2. Structure

The GNI created and relies upon three core documents to describe its objectives and the key commitments of its participants: "Principles on Freedom of Expression and Privacy," "Implementation Guidelines for the Principles on Freedom of Expression and Privacy," and "Governance, Accountability & Learning Framework."\textsuperscript{290} The Principles on Freedom of Expression and Privacy (Principles), the first and most relevant of the three documents, describes the GNI's overarching commitment to advance users' rights to privacy and freedom of expression through collaboration.\textsuperscript{291} Grounded in the previously discussed Universal Declaration of Human Rights and International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the Principles establish privacy and freedom of expression as indivisible human rights, which ICT companies must respect.\textsuperscript{292} Separate sections for privacy and freedom of expression rights employ similar language, requiring participants to take the necessary steps to protect personal information and avoid or minimize restrictions on communication of ideas and information.\textsuperscript{293} Furthermore, when confronted with government demands, laws, and regulations that compromise privacy or freedom of speech, participants must continue to respect and protect these rights if acquiescing would violate international laws and standards.\textsuperscript{294} The Principles next address responsible company decision-making, suggesting that proper protection of these rights can be successfully achieved by participants' integration of the Principles into "company decision making and culture through responsible policies, procedures, and processes."\textsuperscript{295} Turning to the practical aspects critical to achieving the Principles, the document stresses the importance of collaborative, multi-stakeholder problem solving when faced with the global and complex relationship between ICTs and privacy and
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freedom of expression violations. To achieve this, the Principles rely on a system which utilizes public transparency and independent assessment to hold participants “accountable for their role in the advancement and implementation of these principles.”

The second document, the Implementation Guidelines for the Principles on Freedom of Expression and Privacy ("Guidelines"), provides a more detailed explanation of how participants can put the Principles into action. The thrust of the Guidelines rests on the sections covering responsible corporate decision-making, privacy, and freedom of expression. From a broad decision-making perspective, participating companies' boards of directors must incorporate the impact of their operations on privacy and freedom of expression when reviewing their businesses. This includes employing human rights impact assessments to identify and mitigate human rights violations, using best efforts to ensure that partners, suppliers, and distributors follow the Principles, and developing internal structures and procedures to promote compliance from all aspects of the business. More specifically, the Guidelines offer procedures for when government demands, laws, and regulations impinge upon privacy and freedom of expression. The procedures encourage governments to be "specific, transparent and consistent" when taking actions that will violate privacy and freedom of expression. This can be done by seeking clarification of overbroad requests, requiring an explanation of the legal basis of requests, and challenging requests in domestic or international courts when they appear to be inconsistent with local or international laws. Transparency must also flow from the participants to their users. Participants should disclose to their users the local laws on restriction and collection as well as their own policies on responding to government demands. While the Guidelines also provide more depth and analysis in other areas that reach beyond the scope of this Comment, the
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Guidelines represent a clear, effective, and functional extrapolation of the Principles.

The third and final document of the GNI, the Governance, Accountability, & Learning Framework, establishes the multi-stakeholder organization that will promote the objectives of the GNI. As an administrative body governed by a board of directors and run by a full-time staff, the organization will be charged with, among other duties, recruiting new participants, providing human rights information resources, and creating an accountability system for assessing participants. The Governance, Accountability, & Learning Framework concludes with a three-part plan that details the steps the organization and each participant must achieve to become fully operational in 2012.

3. Right for RIM

Since its founding, the GNI has not added any new ICT company members. In early 2010, U.S. Senator Richard Durbin, Chairman of the Judiciary Subcommittee on Human Rights and the Law, sent letters to RIM and twenty-nine other ICT companies requesting information about their human rights practices in China and urging them to join the GNI. Out of the thirty companies approached, which included industry leaders such as Apple, Cisco, Facebook, Twitter, and IBM, only AT&T, McAfee and Skype committed to merely engage in discussions about joining the GNI. RIM’s response, like many others, deflected the request by reiterating the security protections it already had in place.

RIM’s refusal to participate in the GNI is perplexing, as the two organizations appear to share similar viewpoints on privacy and would both benefit from RIM’s involvement. Joining the GNI makes both strategic and ethical sense for RIM. Strategically, it behooves RIM to involve itself with the
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GNI because of RIM’s increased dependence on international markets.\textsuperscript{317} While sales are steadily growing in Latin America, Europe, India, and Asia, RIM is losing market share in the United States.\textsuperscript{318} As a result, the international privacy framework set up by the GNI likely will become more relevant to RIM’s business model. Ethically, RIM and the GNI are both committed to privacy.\textsuperscript{319} RIM’s dedication to privacy is self-evident from its development of the highly encrypted Enterprise software,\textsuperscript{320} and resolution refusing to grant, at least publicly, India and the United Arab Emirates access to personal information despite threats of country-wide bans of the use of BlackBerrys in their countries.\textsuperscript{321} Similarly, in a statement to its customers following India’s demands, RIM dismissed the suggestion that decreased encryption was a viable solution and declared that “this challenge can only be truly overcome if the Information and Communications Technology industry comes together as a whole to work with the Government of India.”\textsuperscript{322} This proposition does not stray far from the GNI’s suggestion in its Principles that “collaboration between the ICT industry . . . and other stakeholders can strengthen efforts to work with governments to advance freedom of expression and privacy globally.”\textsuperscript{323} Clearly, RIM and the GNI share the general notion that privacy is a fundamental issue which can most effectively be managed through collaboration among ICT companies.

If RIM joined the GNI, it would help further the company’s pursuit for user privacy by enhancing the GNI’s profile and effectiveness. The GNI provides new avenues of collaboration on privacy issues between ICT companies, human rights groups, academics, and investors during a time of increased policy and regulatory decisions that threaten privacy.\textsuperscript{324} Collaboration among ICT and human rights experts through GNI-facilitated avenues creates a reality where ICT companies are much more familiar with human rights, and where human rights organizations better understand the implications of new technology.\textsuperscript{325} Shared learning cannot produce results unless there is participation by all sectors of the ICT industry, from telecommunication companies to providers of security software.\textsuperscript{326} Only by
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having experts at each stage of the ICT process can the GNI assess human rights risks and provide a workable standard to protect privacy.\textsuperscript{327} RIM’s recent altercations with India and the United Arab Emirates should strongly motivate the company to revisit its stance on GNI membership. Since declining to join the GNI in early 2010, these events have received significant media attention and raised public awareness of RIM’s current privacy policies.\textsuperscript{328} Such attention is reminiscent of what Google, Microsoft, and Yahoo! endured regarding their privacy problems prior to the formation of the GNI.\textsuperscript{329} RIM’s treatment of demands by India and the United Arab Emirates demonstrates that it has much to gain from GNI participation. For India, in a situation where RIM’s fate in the country is still unclear,\textsuperscript{330} GNI principles and backing would promote a privacy-friendly outcome by presenting a clear set of standards supported by some of the largest ICT companies in the world.\textsuperscript{331} With regards to the United Arab Emirates, the GNI’s Implementation Guidelines would have promoted transparency\textsuperscript{332} in an otherwise confidential agreement that did not disclose how RIM came within U.A.E. regulations.\textsuperscript{333} Promoting Internet privacy is a global dilemma,\textsuperscript{334} and as an active member of the GNI, RIM can be part of a global solution.

VI. CONCLUSION

The Internet has fundamentally transformed our global society.\textsuperscript{335} With innovations like the smartphone, people have nearly continual access to the Internet, with its wealth of information and communication networks\textsuperscript{336} available every hour of every day. Responding to this powerful new medium, governments across the world are ramping up efforts to monitor these Internet communications.\textsuperscript{337} RIM and other ICT companies, which are the portals to this nerve center, are placed in the difficult business and ethical position of deciding whether to grant government demands for personal information or refuse them on the premise that such demands violate international standards of privacy.\textsuperscript{338} This
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Comment's look at the legal and ethical factors RIM must consider is representative of what most ICT companies face today or will face in the near future.

The resolution of complex privacy issues presented by the Internet in a global market cannot, and must not, rest solely on the shoulders of individual ICT companies. The GNI represents a practical framework in which experts on privacy and ICTs converge, forming a brain trust that can understand these issues and implement a set of international standards. In light of RIM's recent struggles with India and the United Arab Emirates, it now has the legal leeway, ethical obligation, and strategic incentive to join the GNI. With its participation, RIM can better protect the privacy of its customers, promote industry-wide smartphone company involvement in the GNI, and contribute to solidifying basic human rights across the entire ICT industry.
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